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What is the Tin Can API?
Tin Can is interesting on so many levels and to so many audiences that it is hard to provide a succinct
answer.
I find it helpful to describe Tin Can using layers. On the surface, Tin Can is quite interesting with many
capabilities to explore and understand. Just as you start to take it all in though, you realize there is more
goodness hiding just beneath the surface.
This article will answer the question “What is the Tin Can API?” layer by layer.
To whet your appetite, here is a short preview of the layers:
Layer 1: The Tin Can API is a modernized version of SCORM that frees us from the obsolete
constructs of old.
Layer 2: The Tin Can API allows us to record any learning experience, including informal learning,
giving us a much richer picture of an individual’s learning path.
Layer 3: The Tin Can API frees your data from the confines of your siloed LMS.
Layer 4: The Tin Can API is capable of achieving the holy grail sought by training departments
everywhere by correlating job performance data with training data to assess training effectiveness
and much more.

For the rest of you, the Tin Can API lets you do all the fun stuff you want to incorporate into your learning
programs but just can’t because SCORM gets in the way.
The Tin Can API is great for tracking:

The Tin Can API allows you to operate anywhere:

• Mobile Learning
• Serious Games
• Simulations
• Informal Learning
• Real World Performance

• Disconnected or occasionally connected
environments
• On any device (ex: smartphone, submarine sonar
system)
• From any server (host your own content, no more
cross-domain scripting issue)
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• Outside the web browser (ex: native iPhone app,
F-16 flight simulator)

The Tin Can API lets you do things that
weren’t easy or even possible in SCORM:
• Launch content outside the LMS
• Maintain complete control over content
delivery and user experience
• Freely navigate a learner across disparate
content
• Add security to prevent users from
cheating
• Much more (we’re just talking SCORM
improvement at this point)

With the Tin Can API, you can deliver a richer
instructional experience:
• Interactive and adaptive learning experiences
• Multi-modal learning experiences (ex: reinforce
your CBT with text message refreshers)
• Blended learning
• Learning
experiences that span long time periods
Lea

Tin Can lets you report data that just didn’t quite fit well in SCORM:
• Team-based training
• Multiple scores for a course (pre-test and post-test)
• Many attempts (and you control when new attempts begin)
• Detailed test results

Good stuff, right? This is all real, and forward-looking vendors are making it happen right now.
The first layer alone represents a significant leap for our industry. The Tin Can API will unlock a world of
potential training innovation. But, of course, there’s more...

Layer 2: Record Any Learning Experience (Informal Learning)
What percentage of your learning experiences are delivered through formal instruction? Of that, what
percentage come from e-learning courses? It’s not much.
learn something, where do you go? Is it to your LMS in search of that perfect CBT?
When you want to lea
No, of course not. You go to Google, or to YouTube, or to Twitter, or to a peer. Sometimes you might
even sign up for a class.
Why then have we limited the educational experiences we can track to just formal e-learning courses?
Tin Can changes all of that. Learning happens everywhere. Now we can track it in a way that many
systems can understand..
The fact that you are reading this article is a very relevant learning experience. With Tin Can, we can
record it.
Watching a Khan Academy video is a learning experience, with Tin Can, we can track it.
Attending a conference session is a learning experience, with Tin Can, we can track it.
Being mentored by an expert...
Mentoring somebody else...
Asking your social network for advice...
Going to class...
Reading a book...
Writing a blog post...
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Turning in your homework...
Tons of things we do every day....are learning experiences. With Tin Can, we can track them.
Tin Can allows us to start forming a complete picture of an individual’s learning experiences.
What will this look like in the real world? How do you efficiently track what people are doing outside an
LMS?
We don’t have all of the answers yet, Tin Can is too young, but we do have some interesting ideas and
early applications.
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Good stuff, right? Tracking informal learning fills in a big piece of the puzzle. A detailed record of an
individual’s learning experiences can be a huge predictor of success and key component to assessing
readiness.
In and of itself, this second layer represents a significant leap for our industry. But, of course, there’s
more...

Layer 3: Free the Data
Ever wonder what blackhole all of your SCORM data disappeared
disappea
into? SCORM was all about allowing
content to send data to a LMS. There were no requirements about how the LMS should use that data,
how it should display it or how it should report on it. Tin Can doesn’t include any of those system design
requirements either, but there is one key difference. Tin Can requires that the LRS make the data
accessible.
The Tin Can API allows for both writing data to and reading data from an LRS. What goes in, also now
comes out. LRSs can share data with reporting tools, analytics tools and even other LRSs. This
p
capability has profound
implications for the types of systems we can build and the data we can share.
Very few people love the reporting tools in their LMS. Generic reports sometimes suffice, but people want
to slice and dice their data in different ways. Different verticals have different needs, different terminology
and different compliance requirements. With the Tin Can API, it will be possible to develop sophisticated
reporting tools that can pull data from any LRS. These tools could be customized for integration with
specific business intelligence tools, different types of learning experiences, different industries, etc. The
data is accessible to be analyzed however you see fit.
Content authors a
are always looking for ways to assess the effectiveness of their instruction, address
deficiencies and make improvements. The only way to find areas for improvement is to understand how
learners are engaging with the content itself. Without understanding what is really happening, authors are
blind to deficiencies. Tin Can will allow for content analytics tools to extract real usage data from an LRS
and provide the information authors need to make informed decisions to improve instructional
effectiveness.
In addition to allowing for system-to-system communication, the Tin Can API also allows statements to
be reported to more than one LRS. Since there is no longer a tight coupling between the LMS and the
learning experience, the asserter of the learning experience is free to send a statement to as many LRSs
as it would like to.
The most interesting use of the multi-LRS reporting capability is the “personal data locker”. When a
learner takes a piece of training, why is that experience only recorded in the employer’s LRS? Isn’t that
learning experience relevant to the learner in other contexts and in subsequent jobs? Why doesn’t that
learning experience belong to the learner? With Tin Can, the learner can report his experience to his
employe but then also record the event in his “personal data locker”.
employer,
Taken to the next logical step, why isn’t every learning experience recorded to the learner’s “personal
data locker” first? Let’s let the learner own his data and then decide whom to share that data with.

